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-'	 FOREWORD
The PLANETSYS computer program (20) was originally developed
under U.S. Army Contract DAADOS-74-C-0747, sponsored by the BZ0611-
istics Research Laboratory (BRL) at Aberdeen Proving Grounds with
Mr. W. Thompson as Technical Monitor ,. The PLANETSYS program sim -
ulates the thermo-mechanical performance of a multi-stage plane-
tary power transmission.
t
This user's manual describes the use of a version of the
PLANETSYS computer •
 code developed under NASA,-.Lewis Research Center
Contract, with Mr. H. Coe as Technical Monitor. The revisions
made to the program include:
Implementation of two versions of code within the
program- the SKF version and the NASA version.
The, differences between the two versions reside
in the calculation of the elastohydrodynamic
(EHD) film thickness and traction forces which
develop between rolling element-raceway and
rolling element-cage concentrated contacts. The
original film thickness model (Dowson-Migginson
(13)) and the Tallian traction model (11) are
used in the SKF version, while the NASA version
uses the Loewenthal model (21) to calculate film
thickness and the Allen model (22) to determine
traction forces.
Additionally, a new subroutine, FLMFAC (replacing LRHS), is
used to determine the lubricant life factor as a function of A
(film thickness/surface roughness). The values of the lube life
factor produced by FLMFAC adhere closely to the curve recommended
by the ASNIE (23, 24) .
A new section, Appendix F, describes the differences between
the SKF and NASA methods of calculating film thickness and trac-
tion forces, and explains the differences in executing each ver-
sion of the code.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a planetary power transmission system, there are usually
three or four planet gears, equally► spaced around a sun gear and
encircled by a ring gear. In airbornk^ transmissions it is common
practice to support the planet gears o;lk single or double row roller
bearings such that the planet gear and bearing outer ring comprise
a single component. The planet bearings are connected by a planet
carrier at the bearing inner rings. Depending on the direction of
the power flow, there are six possible kinematic inversions, which
the planetary system may adopt. These are described in Table 1.
The major function of the program is to compute for any of
the six kinematic inversions, performance characteristics of a
planet bearing. The latter may be a cylindrical or spherical
roller bearing with an outer ring rigid or flexible. The bearing
may contain one or two rows of rollers and its inner ring is taken
as an elastic solid.
The Main Program consists of the following major subprograms:
^x
a
I!
1) Bearing Analysis	 Largely based
upon metho ds of Liu and Chiu (1,2),
the bearing outer ring is either
rigid or flexible. Effects of the
latter are reflected in fatigue
life calculations and load distributions.
Z) Bearing Dimensional Change Analysis -
on the methods 
of 
imos en o, (3),
and adapted to the bearing system by
Crecelius, (4).
3) Generalized Stead. State and Transient
Temperature a in an	 eatissi atlon
Ana ses
	
based on the methods of Harris,
, Fefnlund, (6), and Andreason, (7).
In this version of the program, the user can select which of the
following two models are employed in the calculation of EHD film
thickness and concentrated contact traction:
I. SKF Model
1) An elastohydrodynamic (EHD) film thickness model that
accounts for i) thermal heating in the contact inlet
using a regression fit to results obtained by Cheng (3)
and ii) lubricant film Starvation u sing theoretical
results derived by Chiu (9),
2
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2) A semi - empirical model for fl.^id traction in an EHD
contact (10), is combined with an asperity load
sharing model developed by ";allian (11) to yield a
model for traction in conceatrated contacts that
reflects the state of lubrication as it varies from
dry, through partial EHD to the Lull EHD regime.
ri. NASA Model
1) In this empirical model, an elastohyydrodynamic (EHD)
film thickness is determined from the equation developed
by Loewenthal (21)t As in the SKF model, film reduction
factors due to contact inlet thermal heating and starva-
tion effects are applied.
2) A model for fluid traction in an EHD concentrated
contact was developed by Allen (22), based on the
fluid shear stress distribution acting over the contact.
Both versions of FLANETSYS also make use, of the following
bearing related models
1) Three components of bearing cage related friction
are treated for both lubricated and dry operation,
For dry operation coulomb friction is assumed.
With lubrication, hydrodynamic'lubricant shear
models a-'e used as follows
a) Cage web-roller friction
according to methods of
Dowson (13)
b) Cage rail-roller end using
the methods for a plain
bearing from Marks (14)
c) Cage ra.l-ring land using
the methods for a short
journal bearing according
to Dubois and Ocvirk (15),
2) A model for the effect on bearing fatigue life of
the ratio of EHD plateau film thickness to composite
surface roughness is incorporated (23, 24).
k
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Additionally, models for temperature viscosity and pressure
viscosity variation as functions of temperature given by Walther,
(19) and Fresco, (12) respectively , were adopted.
The purpose of the program is to calculate the steady state
or transient thermal performance characteristics of an airborne
type, Planetary Power transmission system, comprised of up to
three stages. Each stage consists of a unique sun, ring and us-
ually three or four planet gears plus a carrier„
To save weight, the typical airborne planetary is designed
such that the planet gear and its support bearing form a single,
non-separable piece of hardware, as shown in Fig. la.
It has been demonstrated in re f . (1 and 2) that the gear
tooth loading can affect the bv^rixing rolling element-raceway load-
ing due to the flexibility of the planet gear. This in turn af-
fects the heat generation rate of the planet bearing and thus the
thermal performance of the entire system.
The program is structured to handle up to three planetary
stages. The power flow through each stage is assumed to be iden-
tical. To account for the uniqjeness of each stage, a spearate
set of input data is required to describe the components of each
stage. The total power through the stage is assumed to be
shared equally among all planets and all planets are assumed to
behave identically.
Each stage may operate according to one of the six kinernatic
inversions presented in Table 1. Note that the program can handle
each inversion and properly accounts for all planet gear and rot-
ling element centrifugal forces which arise from the kinematics.
The planet system thermal performance, loading, frictional
heat generation and dimensional stability are all cross-coupled
within the program in o-der to produce a complete picture of sys-
tem performance.
The types of planet bearings which can be analyzed are shown
in Fig. lb.	 U
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TABLE L
PLANETARY INVERSION INDICES.R
Inversion No.	 Power Input Fixed, Power Output
L Sun. Carrier Ring
- 2 Ring Carrier Sun
3 Sun Ring Carrier
4 Carrier Ring Sun
^{
S Ring Sun Carrier
W.J 6 Carrier Sun Ring
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FIGURE la	 PLANET GEAR BEARING SIDE VIEW
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Single Row Spherical
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Double Row Cylindrical	 Single Row Cylindrical
r
FIGURE lb	 PLANET BEARING TYPES WHICH CAN BE ANALYZED WITH
"PLANETSYS"
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2.	 PROGRAM INPUT
s=
''f
Z.1.	 Types  of Input Data
A complete set of input data comprises data
of 3 distinct categories.	 Within these
categories, cards which Convey specific it
kinds of information are referred to as
card types.
	 The categories are listed
below. i}dj
A	 3
i
i
I.	 Title Cards
J
A title card plus a second card which
proyides the program control information
for the planet-bearing solution.
II.	 Bearing Data Cards
A set of up to twenty (20) card types,
describing one bearing in the assembly.
All bearings in-the planetary stage
are treated identically.
i
III. Thermal Data Cards
A set of up to nine (9) card types
to describe the thermal model of
the assembly.
The input data instructions are given in Appendix
A, and are for the most part, self explanatory.
	 The
units used for input data are also given in Appendix
A.	 They are presented in an eighty column data format. -'
A description of the variables is given in the input
instruction forms.
2.2	 Data Set I - Title Cards
2.2.1
	 Title Card
This card should contain the computer
run title and any information which
might prove useful for future identi-
fication.	 The full eighty (80)
columns are available for this purpose.
The title will appear at the top of each
page of Program output.
f
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2.2.2
	 Flag Se_ t Card
ITEM
Number of reduction stages, can be
1 thru. 3.
ITEM 2
Print Flag (NPRINT) , equal, to zero
is normal and will result in no
intermediate or debug output. With
a value of one, a low level inter-
mediate print is obtained at the end
of each planet-bearing iteration.
The values of the variables, the
inner ring displacements and the
equation resa.dues are printed.
At the end of each bearing iteration,
wherein the rolling element and
cage equilibrium equations are solved,
an error parameter is printed which
has the value:
R Error Parameter = AXN/XN-1
AX 	 is the change in the variable
X specified at iteration N.
XN-1 is the value of the variable
s! specified at the previous
iteration.
The Error Parameter is calculated for
 each of the bearing variables, but
only the largest one is printed.
Additionally, at the end of each
Clearance Change iteration, the
clearance change error parameter
is printed.	 This error is defined:
.. Error Parameter = DCL N - DCL IN-1
Rolling 
	
ement Diameter
Where DCL and DCL	 denote the clearance
changes calculatedNa j the current and
previous iterations respectively.
9
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If NPRINT is set at 2 all the above
information is printed. Additionally,
the variable values and residue values
are printed for each iteration of the
rolling element equilibrium solution.
ITEM 3
Fit calculation flag (ITFIT), ITFIT
controls the number of iterations allowed
to satisfy the bearing clearance change
iteration scheme. If ITFIT, is set to zero
(0) or Left blank, the clearance change
portion of the program is not executed.
If a positive number is input, the
clearance change scheme is utilized
with a maximum iteration limit of five
(5). If a negative number is input, the
scheme is used with a maximum iteration
limit equal to the absolute value of the
negative number.
ITEM 4
Main Loop ;iteration flag (ITMAIN), ITMAIN
limits the number of iterations attempted
during the solution of the bearing equi-
librium problem, i.e. establishing the
equilibrium of bearing reactions and
applied gear tooth and inertial loads. If
ITMAIN is set to a positive integer, then
(20) iterations are permitted. If ITMAIN
is set to a negative number, the number of
iterations is limited to the absolute
value of that number. If ITNRIN is set to
zero or left blank, only one iteration is
performed.
ITEM 5
Fit Loop Accuracy (EPSFIT), EPSFIT is the
convergence criterion for the diametral
clearance change portion of the analysis.
As mentioned under item 2 above, this
error parameter is defined to be;
E[[
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D.CL - UCLError Parameter	 N	 N-1
Rolling Element Diameter
The iteration scheme is terminated when
the error parameter is less than the input
value- of EPSFIT. If EPSFIT is left blank
or is set to zero (0) , the program default
value of 0.0001 is used. In the above expres-
sion, DCL is the change in bearing clearance,
and N refers to the iteration number.
ITEM 6
If Plot Flag is set at ei=ther "T" or
".True." a plot of radial deflection and load
vs, azimuth angle will be produced at the
end of the program output. Default is false
(No plot).
^	 ITEM 7
I	 Units Flag (IMET), IMET permits input
data to be in either International or
English units. A value of 1 .indicates
International, 0 or blank English units.
Dimensions of specific variables are
given in Appendix A.
ITEM 8
Material property Signal (IMT), a value
of 1 allows input of material constants.
If IMT is 0 or blank, the program assumes
the material properties of steel apply.
The default values are listed in sections
2.3.14 thru 2.3.17.
2.3 Data Set II - Bearing Data
Most of the input instructions are self-explanatory.
Where more explanation than given in the input data
format instructions is required items are treated
on an individual basis by card type and item number.
11
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Z.3,1 Data Card No. 3 Rolling Element Information
ITEM 1
Bearing type, columns 1-10 must be specified,
left justified, i.e., "S" or "Ci' in column l..
This format must be followed since the Program
recognition of'bearing type, (Spherical or
Cylindrical rolling bearing), is derived
from reading the "S" or "C" in the first column
of this card.
ITEM 8
Roller Skew Angle, columns 71-80, is used to
study the effect of roller skew on bearing
generated heat and is not used in calculation
of bearing equilibrium. Input is in•degrees.
2,3.2
	
	 Data Card No. 4 - Bearin3 Data
ITEM 4.
Refers to the number of slices into which
the roller raceway contact may be divided,.
A maximum value of twenty, (20) is permitted.
A default value of two (2) is used if Item 4
is blank or zero. Each slice is the same
width.
ITEM S
Columns 71 thru 80 contain a signal, termed
the crown drop flag, which specifies whether
the roller-race crown drops will be calculated,
or read directly. If item 5 is blank or zero,
the crown drops are calculated based on the
roller-race crown; radius, and flat length
input information„ If the crown drop flag
is other than zero or blank the nonuniform
separation of the roller and raceway must
be specified at the center of each slice..
The slice widths are identical. The non
1	 uniform roller-raceway separation is input
on data cards 7 and 7A. (see Fig. 2)
(1
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2.3.3	 Data Card 5 - _Inner Raceway Information
ITS
Yi
Columns 1-20, "Steel Designation" for the
inner ring. Alphameric -literal description
of the steel type such as "M-50" or "AISI
52100" is input.
ITS
"Effective Contact Length" refers to the
longest possible length which can be ob-
tained at a roller-race contact. Typically
this is the roller total length less the
corner radii. If, however, the raceway
undercuts are exceptionally large so that
the track width is smaller than the effective
roller length then the track width 'should
be input.
ITEM 5
Columns 51 thru 60, the number input for
item 5 is used to account for improved
materials, multiplying the raceway fatigue
lives as determined by Lundberg-Palmgren
methods. Typical life factor values for
modern steels are in the neighborhood of
2.0 to. 6.0. In the ASME Publication
Life Adjustment Factors for Ball and
Moller  earings, the Material actor D
and the Material Process Factor E should
be used multiplicatively as inputs for
item S. The program computes a lubricant
life factor based on the value of A (EHD
plateau film thickness divided by RMS com-
posite surfaceroughness). The lube life
factor is calculated by sub-routine FLMFAC
using a least squares fit to the curve
recommended by ASNIE ('2	 24) , This factor
ranges in value from 0. . fbr A < 0.6 to
3.0 for A > 10.0.	 -'
j
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2.3.4	 Data Card SA - Outer Raceway Information
Data Card SA, is the same as S. but outer
raceway information is given, `
Z.3.S	 Data Card 6	 Surface Data
Items 1 through 6 define the statistical
surface microgeometry parameters of the
rollers and raceways. Items 1 through
.3 require the input of center line average
(CLA) surface roughness. Within 	 the
program CLA values are converted to RMS
by multiplying by 1.25.
Items 4 through 6 are RMS values of the
slopes, (degrees) of the surface asperities.
These are measured in a traverse across
the groove for rings, l,ongi.tuidinally for
rollers. Typical values for raceway and
rolling element surfaces are 1 to 2 degrees.
2.3.6	 Data Cards 7 & 7A - Crown Drops
These cards are used to input the separation
between the inner and outer raceways and the
roller at the center of each slice along the
roller profile with the high points of the
roller and race in contact, i.e. with all
clearance between roller and raceway removed.
These cards must be omitted if item 5 of
Data Card No 4 is 0 or blank.
2.3.7
	
Data Card 8 - Cage Information
ITEM 7
Assumed cage slip, input as a positive number
less than 1, is used in the calculation of-
roller-inner raceway rolling element speeds.
As the cage slips, sliding velocity at
the contact is increased. Typical slip
values range from 0.0 to 0.15.
{	
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2.3.8
	 Data Card No. 9
	 Diametral Clearance
Iteration Data s
ITEM 1
Number of Clearance Iterations, although
not used in the calculations	 is an in ut
item.	 It should be set at 1., and	 i
P
s
included only for future parametric studies
of system performance as a function of
bearing diametral clearance.
ITEM Z
Change in clearance for next iteration,
set at 0., is not included in any
calculations,	 (see ITEM 1).
,i
2.3.9	 Data Cara, No. 10 - Planet Gear Data
ITEM 2 !
Planetary Inversion Index, refers to the
specific kinematic condition under which
the system operates.	 Valid numbers are
one	 (1)	 thru six (6),	 the inversions are
as follows:
Inversion No.	 Power Input	 Fixe d 	Power Output
1	 Sun	 Carrier	 Ring
2	 Ring	 Carrier	 Sun x#
3	 Sun	 Ring	 Carrier
4	 Carrier	 Ring	 Sun
5	 Ring	 Sun	 Carrier j
6	 Carrier	 Sun	 Ring
Note:	 For planetary inversions 3-6, where the aplanet carrier is not fixed,	 the inertial
load of the planet gear is assumed to be
totally taken by the planet carrier so that
the gear tooth load remains unaffected.
a
a
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Moment of inertiaof outer ring cross section
m is calculated for input relative to the
centroidal axis (Rc) as shown in Fig. S. The
shaded area in Fig. 3 indicates the effective
area used in the calculation of 1. In most
cases the neutral axis and cent-rodal axis are
coincident and standard equations which relate
I to cross section geometry can be used. The
user may specify that the outer ring be rigid,(with respect to radial deflection),by inputting
the moment of inertia greater than 10 a
 IN(4.2 x 10 1 01 4 ) .
2.3.10 Data Card No. 11; - Ntisc. Information
I TENT 1
Power thru stage refers to the total power
through the stage. Internally, the program
will divide tnis number by the total number
of planet gears in the stage before calculating
the gear tooth loads.
2.3.11 Data Card No. 12 - Shaft Fit Data
This card is to be included only if the
change in bearing diametral clearance with
operating conditions is to be calculated,
i.e , , if item 3 t ITF ITS on Data 	 Card No . 2
is non-zero. On input data, tight inter-
ference fits bear a positive sign and
loose fits a negative sign.
Item 3 on Card No. 12 is termed the shaft
effective width. The value specified for
the effective width may be as large as
twice the ring width.
t-11.1"I" 17
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Use of an effective width is an attempt
to account for the greater radial rigidity
Of' a shaft onto which a ring is pressed.
This is clue to the fact that the shaft
deflects over a distance that extends beyond
the ring width. In the programs the
calculated internal pressure on the ring
dues to its interference fit with the ,shaft,
is distributed over the shaft effective
width. Using double the actual,w dth as
the effective width is customary.
2.3.12` Data Card No. 13
	
.Shaft Fit Dimensions
These items are self explanatory.
Z . 3.1, 3 Data Card No. 14 Material-Properties 	 g
This card defines the modulus of elasticity
for the shaft, inner ring, rolling element
and planet gear respectively. This card
is to be included only if the material
properties signal on Title Card2 No. 2 is61
A default value of 204085 N/mm (29.6c10 Pil)
is used.
2.3.14 Data Card No. 15	 Material Properties	 f}4	 i
s
This card defines the Poisson's ratio for
the shaft, inner ring, rolling element and
planet gear, respectively. This card is to
be included only if the material properties
signal on Title Card No. 2 is 1. A default
value of 0.50 is used.
2.3.15 Data Card No. 16 - Material Properties
This card defines the density for the shaft,
inner ring,, rolling element and planet gkear
respectively. This card is to be iz±clu^led
only if the material properties signal. on
Title Card :No. 2 is 1. A default value of
7. 806 g/cm3 (0,282 lb/in3) is used.
19
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2.3.16 Data Card No. 17" Mater"ial
 Properties
This card defines the coefficient of thermal
expans ion for the shaft, inner ring, rolling
element and planet gear respectively, This
card. is to be included only if the material
properties signal on Title gird No Lis  1.6
A default. value of 1Z.Z4x10^ l/ oC (8x10'
I/ oF) is used.
Z.3.L7 Data Card No. 18 - Lubrication and Friction
ITEMS 1 $ 2
Items l and 2 are the amounts by which
the combined thickness of the lubricant
film on the rolling track and rolling
element is increased during the time
interval between the passage of successive
rolling elements, from whatever replenish-
ment mechanisms are operative. Item 1
applies to the outer and Item 2 to the
inner race-rolling contacts respectively.
If Item 1 is zero or blank the mode of
friction is assumed to be dry.
At the present time the magnitude of the
inner and outer raceway replenishment
layers has not been correlated to lubricant
flow rate, lubricant app..cation methods
and bearing size and speed factors. The
user is required to establish proper values
for the replenishment layer thickness. as
a rough guide the following suggestions are
made;
1) To avoid starvation, the replenish -
ment layer thicknesses should be
one to two times the EHD film th ick-
ness which develops in the rolling
element raceway contacts.
2) Because of centrifugal force effects,
intuition suggests that the outer
raceway replenishment layer should be
several times thicker than that pre -
scribed at the inner raceway.
20
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ITEM 3
Item 3, XCAV, describes the percentage of
the bearing cavity estimated by the user
to be occupied by the lubricant. 0 < XCAV
< 1,00. This germ is used in an equation
which estimates the amount of frictional
h.eat^generated by lubricant churning.
As with the replenishment layer thicknesses,
the amount of free lubricant should be
correlated with lubricant flow rate,
lubricant application methods and bearing
size and speed factors. At this time such
correlations do not exist. XCAV values less
than five percent are recommended.
ITEMS 4 F 5
Items 4 and S are the coefficients of
coulomb friction applicable for the con-
tact of asperities. .If Items 1 and 2
are zero, signifying dry operation, then
items 4 and 5 serve as the coulomb friction
coefficients which prevail at respective
contacts.
2.3.18 Data Card Rio. 19 - Lubricant Type
This card is omitted if Item l on card
18 is zero or blank which implies dry
friction.
The relevant lubricant data for four
specific lubricants (see Table 2) has
been coded into PLANETSYS. The lubricant
input information consists only of a
single number which designates the
particular lubricant but the relevant
information for the lubricant is printed
in the input data list.
I	 21
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I,f Item 10, NCODE is 1, 2 0 3, or 4 PLANETSYS
uses preprogrammed lubricant properties
and. no further information is required.
NCODE
	 Lubricant
T	 SHELL TURBO 33
Z	 MIL-L-7808G
3	 Polyphenyl-Ether
4-	 MIL-L-23699
NCODE may also be specified as negative
C -1 to -4), in which case the traction
characteristics of the respective
lubricant NCODE noted above are used
but the actual properties s ecified by
the Items on data cards 20 121 override
the hard coded data. This option is
most useful in specifying various mineral
oils i.e. NCODE = -1.
If the NASA traction model is being used, two additional lubricant
data items should be specified on card no. 21:
a) AKN
	
Empirical Lubricant Constant - col. 11-20
b) FRIC = Lubricant friction. coefficient - col. 21-30
Default values of AKN = 50. and FRIC = .07 will be used if the
items are left blank.
For lubricants NCODE - 1 through 4 the following values of AKN
'	 and FRIC are assigned:
E
NCODE AKN FRIC
1 18.2 .075
E	 j	 2 18.2 .045
3 24.9 .070
4 18.2 .070
23 - 5
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2.4	 Data Set III - Thermal Model Data
Subsequent to each.calculation of bearing generated
hest, rates, either the steady state or transient
temperature mapping scheme may be executed.	 What
follows is a description of input variables.
	 A more
complete description of the thermal portion of
"PLANETSYS !", along with some heat transfer information
is given in Appendc'E
2.4.1	 Data Card No. T1 - System Control. Information
Data Card Tl is a control card. 	 If no
temperature map is to be calculated, this
card is to be included as a blank card
followed by Data Card T2.
	
DataCard T1
contains control input for both steady
state and transient thermal analyses.
It is not intended, however, that both
analyses be executed with the same run,
ITEM 1
Y
The highest node number (M). 	 The highest
node number must not exceed one hundred,	 (100).
ITEM 2
F
Number of unknown temperature nodes (N).
	 This
number should equal the total number of unknown
temperatures.
	
It is required that all nodes
with unknown temperatures be assigned the
lowest consecutive numbers starting from one(1).	 The program assumes that all node numbers
greater than N (from N+1 to M) represent known
boundary temperatures.
f
ITEM 3
Common Initial Temperature	 (TEMP) o C:	 The
temperature solution iteration scheme requires a
starting point,	 i.e.,	 guesses of the equilibrium
temperatures.	 Data Card T3 allows the user to
input guesses of individual node temperatures.
When a node is not given a specific initial
temperature, the temperature specified as Item
3 of Data Card T1 is assigned.
2
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ITEM 4
Punch Flag; (IPUNCH) . If the Punch Flag is not
zero (0) or blank, the system equilibrium
temperatures along with the respective node
numbers will be punched according to the format
of Data Card. T3. This option is useful if the
user makes a steady state run with lubrication
and then wishes to use the resultant temperatures
for initialization of a transient dry friction
1	 run.. The latter is performed to assess the con-
sequence of lubricant flow termination.
ITEM 5
""Output Flag" (TUB). If the "Output Flag" is
not zero the bearing program output and a
temperature map will be printed after each
call to the planet bearing solution scheme.
This printout will allow the user to
observe the flow of the solution and to note
the interactive effects of system temperatures
and bearing heat generation rates. Since the
temperature solution is not mathematically
coupled to the bearing solution the possibility
exists that the solution may diverge or oscillate.
In such a case ) study of the intermediate output
produced by the "Output Flag" option may provide
the user with better initial temperature guesses
that will effect a steady state solution.
ITEM 6
"'Maximum Number of Calls to the planet bearing
Program" (M)	 ITl is the limit on the
number of Thermal.-planet-bearing iterations.
The user must input a non- zero integer such as S
or 10 for the Program 'to iterate to an equilibrium
condition. If ITl is left blank or set to zero
(0) or 1, planet bearing performance will be
based on the initially guessed temperatures of
the system. The temperatures printed out will
be based on the 'bearing generated heats. It is
unlikely that an acceptable equilibrium condition
SKF TECHNOLOGY SERVIvES
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will be achieved. However, the temperatures
which result may provide better initial guesses
for a subsequent run than those specified by
the user.
IT1 also serves as a limit on the transient
temperature solution scheme, by limiting the
number of times the planet bearing solution
scheme is called. Each call to the
planet bearing scheme will input a new set
of bearing heats to the transient temperature
scheme until a steady state condition is
approached. or until the allowed transient
solution time limit is reached.
ITEM 7
"Absolute Accuracy of Temperatures for the
External Solution" (EP1). In the steady
state thermal solution scheme, each calculation
of system temperatures occurs after a call
to the planet-bearing routine which produces
bearing generated heats. After the system
temperatures have been calculated for each
iteration, using the temperature mapping
heat dissipation scheme, each node temperature
is checked against the nodal temperature at
the previous iteration.
If {tn , i - to-1 , i} < EP1 for all nodes i, then
equilibrium has been ajhieved and the iteration
process stops. Where n, i = temperature of
ith node at nth thermal iteration; ^n -1, i =
temperature of ith node at n-lth thermal iteration.
ITEM 8
"Iteration himit for the temperature mapping
heat dissipation Solution" (M). After
each call to the planet bearing program, the
node to node heat transfe r scheme is solved
to determine the steady state equilibrium
temperatures throughout the system, based on
the calculated set of bearing heat generation
rates. If IT2 is left blank or set to zero,
the number of iterations permitted to solve
the heat transfer scheme is limited to tiventy,
(20)
y
vq
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I TEM 9
"Accuracy for Internal Thermal Solution" (EP2) ,
The use of EP2 is explained in Appendix E (page
Ell). If EP2 is left bunk or set to zero (0),
a default value of 0.001 is used.
ITEM 10
"Starting Time" (START) is a time, T V atwhich the transient solution begins; susually
set to zero (0) .
ITEM 11
"Stopping Time" (STOP) is the time in seconds
at which the transient solution terminates,
TThe transient solution will generate a
hfstory of the system performance which will
encompass a total elapsed time of
CT  - Ts ) seconds.
ITEM 12
"Calculation Time Step" (STEPIN). The transient
internal solution scheme solves the system of
equations„
tk+l a tk + Qk ht/pCpV
At = STEPIN
The user may specify STEPIN. If left blank or
set to zero (0), the Program calculates an
appropriate value for STEPIN using the procedure
described in Appendix E (pp. Ell	 E13).
ITEM 13
"Time Interval between Printed Temperature
Maps" MIME) seconds. The usermust
specify the length of time which will
elapse between each printing of the temperature
map. The interval will always be at least
as large as the "calculation timestep"
t	 (STEPIN)
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"Tine Interval Betwrebn Calls of the Planet
Bearing Portion of 'the Program" (BTIME) ..
BTIME will always have a value larger than or
equal to (STEPIN) even if the user inadvertently
inputs & shorter interval.. Computational time
savings result if BTIME is greater than STEPIN;
however, accuracy might be lost.
Z,4. Z Data Card TZ - Bearing Temperatures
Card Type T2 is required, one card for each
planetary stage, if no thermal analysis is
being performed.. The temperature data is
used within the planet-bearing analysis to
fix temperature dependent properties of the
lubricant.
For this purpose the inner race, outer race
and lubricant bulk cavity temperatures are
used in the analysis which calculates the
change in bearing diametral clearance from
"off the shelf" to operating cgnditions.
Temperatures must be given in C.
Z.4.3	 Data Card T3 - Nodal Temperatures
In the steady state analysis this card is
used to input initial guesses of individual
nodal temperatures for unknown nodes as well
as the constant temperatures for known nodes,
such as ambient air and/or an oil. sump.
In the transient analysis, Data Card T3
is us ed to input the nodal temperatures
of all nodes at (START) = Ts , i.e.  , at
the initiation of the transient solution.
2.1.4
	
Data Card T4 - Bearing diode Numbers
With this card, node numbers are assigned
to the components of each bearing, one card
per stage. With this information the proper
system temperatures are carried into each
respective bearing component to be used in
2 8
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the bearing analysis. The inner race and inner ring
node numbers may or may not be the same at the user's
discretion. Similarly the outer race and outer ring
node numbers may or may not be the same.
	
2.4.5	 Data Card TS - Heat Generating Nodes
}4
Card type T5 is required, one card for each planetary
stage, if a thermal analysis is to be performed. The
planet bearing system analysis accounts for frictional
heat generated at five locations in the bearing, i.e.
at the inner race, the outer race, between the cage
rail and ring land, at the cage rolling element con-
tacts and in the bulk lubricant due to drag. This
card allows the heat generated to be distributed
equally to two nodes. For instance, the heat generated
at the inner race-rolling element contact should be
distributed half to the rolling element and half to the
inner race. The heat developed between the cage and
the inner rang land may be distributed half to the in-
ner ring and half to the cage, if a cage node has been
defined, otherwise, half to the bulk lubricant.
	
2.4.6	 Data Card T6 - Nodes with Constant Power Source
ua
it
This card specifies the node numbers and the heat
generation rate for those nodes where heat is generated
at a constant rate such as at rubbing seals.
The heat generated by the planet-sun and planet-ring
gear contacts is not currently calculated by PLANETSYS.
In order to do a thermal analysis of a planetary bear-
ing assembly, the heat generation rates for these con-
tacts must be calculated by the user and input using
T6 data card (0). The heat distributed to the plane-
tary gear node should correspond to a single planet
contact. The heat distributed to the non-planetary
nodes (sun gear, ring gear) should correspond to the
total for all planet contacts.
2.4.7
	 Data Card T7 - Heat Transfer Coefficients
This card type is used to input- the numerical values
of the various heat transfer coefficients which appear
in the equations for heat transfer by conductivity,
free convection, forced convection, radiation and
fluid flow. Up to ten coefficients of each type may
be used. Separate values of each type of coefficient
'ik 1i	 2 ^'
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are .Assigned an index number via card T7 and in
describing heat flow paths (Data Card TO below) it is
necessary only to list the index number by which heat
transfers between node pairs.
indices 1-10 are reserved for conduction, 11-20 for
free convection, 21-30 for forced convection, 31-40
for radiation and 41-50 for fluid flow (product of
specific heat, density and volume flow rate).
As an example, for heat transfer by conduction within
steel having 4 thermal conductivity of 53.7 watts/m*C,
one could prepare a card type T7 with the digit 1
punched in column 10 and the value 53,7 punched in the
field corresponding to card columns 11-20. If a con-
duction coefficient of 46.7 were applicable for certain
other nodes in the system one could punch an additional
card assigning index No. 2 to the value 46.7 by punch-'
ing a 11 2 11 in card column 10 and 46.7 anywhere within
card columns 11-20.
Rather than inputting
 constant forced convection
coefficients, optionally, these coefficients can be
calculated by the program in one of three ways. If
the calculated option is exercised, a pair of cards is
used in place of a single card containing a fixed value
of a. The contents of the pair of cards depends upon
which of the three optional methods are used.
Option 1)a is independent of temperature, calculated
as a function of the Nusselet Number which
in turn is a function of the Reynolds num-
ber Re, the Prandtl number Pr as
follows, (of. 17).
a = Nu X oil/L
vu= aR4bpro
Where X oil is the lubricant conductivity, L is
a characteristic length (with a unit of meters)
and a, b, and c are constants. 11
0
iC ,	 '	 "'
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Option 2) a is a function 'only of fluid
dynnmic viscosity, and viscosity
is temperature dependent.
aWCild
where c and d are constants
Option 3) a is .
 a fus ction of the vus se l t,
Reynolds and Prandtl numbers and
viscosity is temperature dependent.
2,.4.8	 Data Card T8 - Hea t Flow Paths
This card defines the heat flow paths between
pairs of nodes. Every node must be connected
to at least one other node, i.e., two or more
independent node systems may not be solved
with a single Program execution.
The calculation of heat transfer areas is
based on lengths, L and LZ input using Card
Type 8. Additionally, the type of surface
for which the area is being calculated is
indicated by the sign assigned to the heat
transfer coefficient index. If the surfaces
is cylindrical or circular the index should
be positive, if the surface is rectangular the
index should be input as a negative integer.
Note that due to the axial symmetry of the
planetary system most nodes will represent
circular rings and thus the heat transfer
indices are predominantly positive. For
conduction the length L - gives the separation
distance between the tw3 nodes.
In the case of radiation between concentric
axially symmetric bodies, L» is the radius
of the larger body. For radiation between
two parallel flat surfaces or for conduction
between nodes, L is the distance between the
SKF TECHNOLOGY SERI VICES
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Fluid flow heat transfer accounts for the energy which
the fluid transports across a node boundary. Along a
fluid node at which convection is taking place, the
temperature varies. The nodal temperature which is
output is the average of the fluid temperature at the
output and input boundaries. if the emerging tempera-
ture of the fluid is of interest, it is necessary to
have a fluid node at the fluid outset. At this auxil-
iary node only fluid flow heat transfer occurs and the
fluid temperature would be constant throughout the
node. Thus the true fluid outlet temperature will be
obtained.
Conduction of heat through a bearing is controlled by
index 51. The actual heat transfer coefficients which
contain a conductivity, area and a path length term
are calculated in the bearing portion of the program.
The term is based upon an average outer race and inner,
race rolling element contact.
Special guidelines must be followed in specifying heat
transfer linkages between planetary nodes and non-
planetary nodes (e.g., conduction between planet gear
node and ring gear node). For conduction, convection,
or radiation heat transfer, the planetary node must be
defined as node r (columns 11-15). The number of
planets must be input in columns 51-60. The heat trans-
fer area defined by Ll (columns 21-30) and L2 (columns
31-40) must correspond to a tingle planet.
For fluid flow heat transfer between a planetary node
and a non-planetary node, the data on card T8 depends
on the direction of flow. The program assumes that the
direction of fluid ,flow is from node I (columns 11-15)to
node J (columns 16-20). When node I is the planet
node, the first fluid flow index (columns 1-10) must
correspond to the flow from an individual planet. The
second flow index (columns 21-30) must correspond to
the total flow from all planets. The number of planets
is specified as a positive number in columns 51-60.
When node J is the planet node, the first fluid flow
index must correspond to the total flow to all planets.
The second index must correspond to the flow to an in-
dividual planet. The number of planets is specified as
a negative number in columns 51-60.
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Z:.4.9
	
data Card T9 _ Node Meat Capacity
This card inputs data required to calculate the
heat capacity of each node in the system. This
card type is required only for a transient
analysis.
3. COMPUTER PROGWI OUTPUT
3.,1, Introduction	 4
The Program Output is intended to provide the user
with a complete picture of the planet bearing
system performance.
This portion of the Manual is not meant to be aM	
list and explanation of all program output. _ Most
items are self explanatory and have been omitted
from further discussion.
Two sample program outputs are included in Appendices
B and C, reflecting use of the NASA and SKF traction
models, respectively. In both cases, the output
represents the solution for a single stage planetary
gear system transmitting 202.2 Hp.
The first five pages of output essentially consist
of a summary of the input data categorized into
bearing, cage, steel, lubricant and loading data.
The remaining six pages contain the calculated program
output.
3.2 Bearinz Output
3.2.1
	
	 Gear Tooth and Inertial. Loads
Figure 4 shows )a single gear tooth . and
the applied loads. The gear tooth torque
anises as a result of the tangential tooth
load with a lever arm -equal to the difference,
in radii between the planet pitch circle
and planet ring neutral. axis.
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33.Z.Z	 Fatigue Lives
The. L	 fatigue, life of the outer and
inner-raceways as well as the bearing are
calculated based upon the 4th power relationship.
The bearing life represents the statistical
combination of the two raceway lives and in
the case of a dd uble row bearing, the combination
of the two single row lives which are assumed
to be equal. These lives reflect the combined
effects of the lubricant film thickness and
material life factors.
3.2.3	 h/sigma
The ratio h1a also referred to as A , is
printed for the most heavily loaded. -rolling
element. The variable h,, represents the
EHD plateau film thickness with thermal
and starvation effects considered. The
variable a, represents the composite root
mean square surface roughness of the rolling
element and the relevant_ raceway.
3.2.4
	
Life Multpliers
Lubrication	 This life multiplier is afunction
	
h/a at each concentrated
contact. Its value ranges from 0.21 fo r
A < 0.6 to 3.0 for A > 10.0. This subject-
is—covered in more de -fail in Section 2.3.3,
Item S.
Material - This output simply reflects the
input Jalue
Again, it is covered in Section 2.3.3.
a
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3.Z.5
	 Tem2eratures Relevant to Bearing Performance
These temperatures fully describe the
temperature conditions which affect the
performance of a" givenbearing.
	 If one of
the temperature mapping options is used,
the temperatures printed reflect the X
results of the particular option.
	 If
neither temperature option is used, the list
is simply a repeat of the input data.
	 Note
that there are separate temperatures for
outer and inner raceway and ring temperatures.
The raceway temperature is used to determine
lubricant properties. 	 The ring temperatures
are used in the bearing dimension change
analysis.
	 The raceway and ring temperatures
may be the same value.
3. *2.5
	 Frictional Heat Generation Rate and
gearing T-riction 75rque
Frictional Heat Generation Rate
The various sources of frictional heatgenerated within the bearing are listed.
The values printed for "OUTER RACE,
	 INNER
RACE )	R.E.	 DRAG O R.E. CAGE and CAGE- LAND"
represent the sum of the generated heats
for all rolling elements and cage.	 Add-
ii,*Iionally,	 the heats printed for the
outer and inner raceways plus the rolling
element cage, reflect the friction
developed outside the concentrated contacts,
i.e.	 the HD friction	 as well as the EHD
friction developed wlthin the concentrated
contacts.	 "R.E.	 DRAG" sholild be interpreted
as the heat resulting from lubricant churning
as the rolling elements plow through the air-
oil mixture.	 Cage-land heat generation rate is
an estimate since unavoidable variations in
cage-land diametral clearance have a marked
effect on cage-land temperature, making precise
calculations impractical.	 (See ref,	 15)'.
lt
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Torque
The torque value is calculated as a function
of the total generated heat and the sum of the
outer and inner ring rotational speeds. The
intent is to present a realistic value of the
torque, required to drive the bearing.
3.2.7 EHD Film and Heat Transfer Data
EHD Film Thickness
These values refer to the calculated EHD plateau
film thickness at both contacts of the most
heavily loaded rolling element and include
the effects of the thermal and starvation
reduction factors.
Starvation Reduction Factor
These factors ,give for the inner and outer
ring contacts, the reduction in EHD film
thickness due to lubricant film starvation
according to the methods of Chiu, (9).
These factors pertain to the EHD film
thickness for both the inner and outer race
contacts of the most heavily loaded
rolling elements, but are applied to the
respective inner and outer race film thickness
for each rolling element in the bearing.
Thermal Reduction Factor
These factors are calculated according to the
methods of Cheng, (S) anti pertain to the EHD
film thickness for both the inner and outer
race contacts of the most heavily loaded
rolling elements, but are applied to the
respective inner and outer race film thickness
for each rolling element in the bearing.
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Meniscus Distance,
This parameter is defined as the distance
along the direction of rolling from the
contact center to the oil meniscus in the
contact inlet. It is calculated according to
the methods of Chiu [91 for the inner and outer
race contacts of the most heavily loaded rolling element.
Raceway- Rollie Element Conductivity
These data reflect the amount of heat
transfer between rolling element and
raceway per unit degree difference between
the two components. These data reflect the
average of all outer and inner contacts
respectively.
3.2.8	 Fit and Dimensional Change Data
Fit Pressures
These data refer to the pressures built
up as a consequence of interference fits
between shaft and inner ring and housing and
outer ring. Pressures are presented both
for the standard cold-static condition (16 0 C)
and the operating condition.
Clearances
"Original" refers to Cold *unmounted clearance which
is specified at input if the diametral clearance
change analysis is executed. "Change" refers to
the change in diametral clearance a:t operating
conditions relative to the cold unmounted
condition. A minus sign indicates a decrease 
in clearance. "Operating" refers to the clearance
at operating conditions.
,#	 r
I
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3.Z;.9
	 Lubricant T'emoera,tures and Physical Properties
The lubricant properties, particularly the
dynamic viscosity and to a lesser dagree the
pressure viscosity coe flc ,ent are heavily
temperature dependent. These factors enter the
.EHD film thickness calculatior,, and the HD and
EHD friction. models., The lubricant is assumed
to be at the same temperature as the relevant
raceway. As noted elsewhere, these temperatures
may be either input directly or calculated by
the Program.
The physical properties printed are self
explanatory. The units are enumerated.
3.2.10 Cage Data
Cage-Land Interface
The cage.data indicates the performance parameters
at the interface between the cage rail and the
ring land on which the cage is guided. The
torque and heat rate require no explanation. The
eccentricity ratio defines the degree to which
the cage approaches the ring on which it is
guided at the point of nearest approach. The
radial displacement of the cage relative to the
bearing axis is divided by one half the cage-land
diametrical clearance. An eccentricity ratio of
one indicates cage-land contact. A ratio of
zero indicates that the cage rotation is con -
centric with the bearing axis. The cage-land
separating force results from the rolling element
cage loads driving the cage to an eccentric
position and causing pressure to develop between
the cage rail and ring land. Only the cage-land
and rolling element pocket forces are considered
in determining the cage eccentricity. The
centrifugal force which results from the
eccentricity, although available, is not
considered in the analysis.
R'+.
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3.3 Rolling Element Output
3.3.1 Rolling Element Orientation
The first rolling element may be located
in either ` of the following ways:
L:. When the planet bearing center is
stationary as in cases I and Z of
Table, 1, the first rolling element
is encountered at 9 o ' clock, gear
tooth loads being applied a't 12 and
6 o'clock.
2. When the planet bearing center
orbits as in cases 3 thru 6 of
Table 1, the first rolling element,
is located at 12 o'clock plus half
the rolling element spacing. Again,
gear tooth loads are applied at 12
and 6 o'clock.
3.3.2	 Rolling Element Raceway Loading
Normal Forces
The gear tooth loads, the inertial load of
the planet gear, and the rolling—element
contact loads acting on the planet bearing
outer ring form a self - equilibrating loading
system.
The rolling-element contact loads depend on
the bearing outer ring deflections, the
rolling-element inertial loads, and the radial
displacement of the bearing inner ring, which
is considered as an elastic solid.
The cage force is always directed tangent to
the bearins^ pitch circle. If the rollin.
element orbital speed is positive, a positive
cage force indicates that the cage is pushing
the rolling element, tending to accelerate
it. Cage force is a function of the tangential
component of the rolling element inertia less
the raceway friction forces.
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:Hertz Stress	 '	 a
The, stress printed represents the maximum
normal stress at the most heav ily loaded	 k
slice of the roller raceway contact.
T
Outer Rini Deflections
For a flexible outer ring, the 'radialdeflections are given at the various rolling
element locations. The sign convention of
radial displacement is shown in Figure S.
3.3.3	 Deflection Plotting
Y	 A plot showing the outer ring deflections
and rolling element - outer race contact
loads versus azimuth angle is provided at
the U'ser's Option. (See sect. 2.2.2, Item 6)
3.4 Thermal Output
t
As is the case for bearing output, all of the
input data is printed. The calculated output
data is presented in the form of a temperature 	 k
map in which a node number and the respective
nodal temperature appear. The appearance of the
steady state and transient temperature maps are
identical... The transient temperature map also
includes the time (T) at 'which the temperature
calculations were made,
4. GUIDES ND LIMITATIONS TO PROGRAM USE
"PLANETSYS" is intended to be as general as possible
"k	 with the following limits on system size:
s	
a	
g
F	 1.	 Number of rolling elements per bearing
'.;	 row must not exceed 40.
I	 ^
2.	 Gear tooth loads must act at the two
'	 ends of the diameter on a line passing
through the sun and planet gear centers
and in the radial plane containing 'the
bearing cente r, $
41
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i
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3. Number of stages in the transmission
system is limited to 3.
4. Number of`temperature nodes used to
describe the system - 100 maximum.
Some general guides for efficient use of the Progran
are listed below:
l.. Attem t to _input bearingoopeeratin
diametral c eI arance rather than calculate
xt. ur, execute t e diametral clearance
change analysis once for a group of simils
runs and use the output from the first run
as input to the subsequent runs omitting t
clearance change analysis.
AT8 1DO
2.	 Attempt to in ut accurate o eratin
temperatures rather t han calculate them.
a.	 The more non-linear the problem the
more computer time. in the t erma
solu-bons, possible, eliminate
nonlinearit:es by omitting radiation
terms and by using constant rather than
temperature dependent .free and forced convection
coefficients.
4.
	
In the transient thermal solution, space
the calls to theplanet-bearing solution
N	 to as ar a an interval as prudentl
possible. Be careful, however, too long
an inteival will produce large errors in
heat rate predictions..
S.	 In the steady state thermal analysis attempt
to estimate nodal temperatures on a node
node asis,o^odes ithic i are heat sources
should have higher temperatures than the
surrounding nodes.
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It is also suggested that a constant user of the program
should study the h'.erarchical Program flow chart Appendix D,
along with the Program listing to gain an appreciation
=	 of the program complexity and the flow of the problem
solution.
	 The Program is comprised of many small functional
subroutines.	 Knowledge of these small elements may allow
the user to more easily piece together the philosophy of
the total problem solution,
t
i
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E.1 BACKGROUND
The temperature portion of'the Program is designed to
produce temperature maps for an axisymmetric mechanical system
of any geometrical shape. The mechanical system- is first ap-
proximated by an equivalent system comprising a number of ele-
ments of simple geometries. Each element is then represented
by a node point having either a known or an unknown temperature.
The environment surrounding the system is also represented by
one or more nodes. With the node points properly selected, the
heat balance equations can be setup accordingly for the nodes
of unknown temperature. These equations become non-linear when
there is free convection and/or radiation between two or more of
the node points considered. The problem is therefore reduced to
solving a set of linear and/or non-linear equations for the same
number of unknown nodal temperatures. it is obvious that the
success of the approach depends largely on the physical subdi-
vision of the system. If the subdivision is too fine, there
will be a large number of equations to be solved;. on the otheyt
hand, if the subdivision is too crude, the results may not be
reliable.
in a system consisting of rolling bearings, for the sake of
simplicity, the elements considered are usually axially symmet-
rical, e.g., each of the bearing rings can be taken as an ele-
ment of uniform temperature. For an element which is not axially
symmetrical, its temperature is also assumed to be uniform and
its presence is assumed not to distort the uniformity in tem-
perature of a neighboring element which is axially symmetrical..
That is, the non-symmetrical element is represented by an
equivalent axially symmetrical element with approximately the
same surface area and material volume. This kind of approxima-
tion may seem to be somewhat unrealistic, but with properly de-
vised equivalent systems, it can be used to solve complicated
problems with results satisfying most of the important engineer-
ing requirements.
The computer program can solve the heat-balance equations
for either the steady state or the transient state conditions
and produce temperature maps for the mechanical system when the
input data are properly prepared.
E.2 BASIC EQUATIONS
n
I.
E.2.1
	 Heat Conduction
The ratrat of heat flow qci, - (jj)
i to node j May be represented gy,
E-2
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Fig. E-1
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X 1:x`1 + X 2 A2
^3 -
	
Aij
Aij Al + A2
X i
 ,Ai
9ci i i W	 Li 
, ( ti
ti and to are they temperatures at i an
the area normal to the heat flow (m2),
Xi7 the thermal conductivity between i
Assuming that the structure betwee
composed of different materials, on equ
may be calculated as follows:
i
Fig. E-
xi7-
i
The calculation of the areas will be di
E.2.2 CONVECTION
The rate of heat flow that is trap
structure and air by :tree convection ma
Vd a, respectively, A f
Li the distance (m and
and J, 	 (tI/M,C) .
n point i and j is
ivalent heat conductivity
1
I
a
2	 a
+R 2 ' 2
scussed in Section E.2.5.
q
steered between a Solid
y be expressed by
}
P. j =kI+R2
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I .i5
gvi tj . a1,7 Ai, j ti • t  (	 SIGN (ti 	tj)
where
SIGNS 1, if (ti 	t^) > 0
in which
X
Z. S	 10 -.Z W/m Z - (degC)1. Z5' for hot surfaces facing upward
and cold surfaces facing downward
11 .4' 10 -2 W/m 2 - (de,gC) 1 ' 25
 for hot surfaces facing downward
and cold surfaces facing upward
. 8 • 10 -2 W/m 2- (degC)1.25 for vertical surfaces
j
For other special conditions, a ij must be es.timat,ed by referring
to heat transfer literature.
r
The rate of heat flow that is transferred between a solid
structure and a fluid by forced convection my be expressed try
gwi, J cli j A i, j (ti - tj) ^
in which a i , j is the heat transfer coefficient.
	 r
Now, with a -a
ij ^introduce the Nusselt number
Nu
	L
the Reynolds number
	
A
Re - UL
V
and the Prandtl number
P a P V o^
where
L	 is a characteristic length which is equal to the diameter
in the case of a cylindrical surface and is equal to the
plate length in case of a flat surface (m)
E-a
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O	 is a characteristic velocity which is equal to the difference
between the fluid velocity at some distance from the surface
and.the surface velocity (m/sec)
X is the fluid thermal conductivity (W/Moc)
v is the fluid kinematic visco3ity (M2/sec)
P , is the fluid.density (kg/m3)
Cp is the fluid specific heat (J/kgoQ
For given values of R and Pr the Nusselt number Nu and
thus the heat transfer coeflicent may be estimated from one
of the following expressions:
Laminar flow along a flat place; Re <2300
N	 0,323 R • 3/PU	 ^ e s r
Laminar flow of a liquid in a piper
Nu	 1.36 Re • Piz)
where D is the pipe diameter and L the pipe length
Turbulent flow of a liquid in a pipe;
Nu	0.027 . Re0.8 $Pr
Gas flow inside and outside a tube:
Nu 0.3R e 57
Liquid flow outside a tube
Nu 0.6 Re s 	PO.31
a
^z
S
Forced free convection from the outez surface of a
rotating shalt
Nu	0.11 (0.5 Re 2	 Pr 
I0.35
e Reynolds number Re is develo p ed by the shaf6
Re	 i.
V
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in which w is the angular velocity (rad Isec)
D is the shaft diameter (m)
The'average coefficient of forced convection to the lubri-
cating oil within a rolling contact bearing may be approximated
byp
It
.^, X(Pr) 1/3
r 1 /
ac a 0. 0986 
v C l ±: D. 	X(P )
using + for outer ring rotation
• for inner ring rotation
in which H is the bearing operating speed (rad/sec)
D is the diameter of the rolling elements (mm)
dm is the bearing pitch diameter (mm)
His the bearing contact angle (degrees)
	
E.2.3 FLUID FLOW	 r
The rate of heat flow that is transferred from fluid
mode i to fluid node j by fluid flow is
qfi, j * Pyij C  Cti	 tj)
V.• is the volume rate of flow from i to j. It must be observed
tilt the continuity of mass requires the following equation to
be satisfied
£V i j _ 0
provided the fluid density is constant. The summation should
be extended over all nodes i within the fluid which have heat
exchange with node j by fluid flow.,
E2.4 HEAT RADIAT ION
The rate of heat flow that is radiated to node j from node
i is expressed by
	
g Ri , j	 s i i ((ti.+273)4- (ti +273)4.
where
t j
 = Temperature of node j in oC
t i
	Temperature of node i in °C
SKF TECHNCLCGY SERVICES
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and the value of the coefficient 8 1 j depends on the geometry
and the emissivity or the absorptivity of the bodies involved.
For radiation between large, parallel and ad jacent surfaces
of equal area, i,j and emirs ivity, a i, j , d i, j is obtained from
the equation
8 3-0j u ci3 aai ►
where(', the Stefan -Boltzmann Constant, is
a	 S: 76 ' 10" 8 W/m2 /(degK)4
For radiation between concgntric spheres and coaxial cylind-
eras of equal emissiv ity, e i, j, i, j is given by the equation
aA.
i. j 	3. 1
ir7 
1 + (1-t i, j)	
—.
3. ,J
where a is as above, Ai,j is the area of the enclosed body
and A*i,j is the area of the surrounding body, i.e.Ai,j "Pi,j'
Expressions for S i,j that are val id for more complicated
geometries or'for different emissivities may be found in the
heat transfer literature.
E.2.5 CALCULATION OF .AREAS
In the case of conduction heat -transfer in the axial
	 '¢
direction A i ^ j is given by the equation (Fig. E-3)
A l, j	 2Tr rm • fir	 .
Referring to the input instructions, Section 2.41'Z3
Li =rm
 = r1 
+ r2
L 2 	 4r i r 2 - rlrM
E.7
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in the case of heat transfer in the radial direction, Air
is obtained from the expression,
Ai,i 
W 27rrm •, H L1 wrm.; LZ 'H .
and similarly for the radiation term above (Figure E-4 (c))
A* i ]	 2w r 
*mH
L 3 • r*m
L2 . H
,
i I
	
	
in which .H is the length of the cylindrical surface; where ,heat
is conducted between i and j, r is given by the same equation
as above (Fig. E-4 (a) ); wheremheat is convected between i and
r is the radius of the cylindrical surface (Fig. E - 4 (b) )
where heat is radiated between i-and j, r is the radius of the
enclosed cylindrical surface and r ,4 the mradius of the surround
ing cylindrical surface (Fig. E-4 Tc) )
J,
w
is
1
ra
Fig. E -3
r
E-8
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E.3.1.	 TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
f
For the transient analysis all of the data pertaining to
the node to node heat transfer coefficients must be provided by
the input.	 Additionally, the volume and the specific heat at
each node is required.
r'
i
F i
A
{ 3
i
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PART 2; EQUATIONS USED IN TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS
g.4 Temperature Calculations
Subsequent to each calculation of bearing generated heat
rates, either the steady state or transient temperature mapping
solution scheme may be executed. This set of Sequential calcu-
lations is terminated as fo*11ows ;
1. For the steady state case when each system temperature
is within EPl oCentrigrade of its previously pre-
dicted value, EP1 is specified by the us8r. If it is
zero or left blank, a default value of 1 Centigrade is
used. This criteria implies that the steady state
equilibrium conditions had been reached.
2. The transient calculation terminates when the user"
specified time up is reaShed or when one of the system
temperatures exceeds 600 C.
E.4.1. Steady State Temperature Map
The mechanical structure to be analyzed is thought of as
divided into a number of elements or nodes, each represented by
a temperature. The net heat flow to node i frnm the surrounding
nodes j, plus the heat genorated at node i, must numerically
equal zero. This is true for each node i, i going from 1 to n,
n being the number of unknown temperatures.
After each calculation of bearing generated heat, which
results from a solution of the planet tearing system portion
of the program, a set of S)Stem temperatures is determined
which satisfy the system of equations
W
qj " qai + qgi	 O for all temperature nodes i 	 ( E1)
_	
where qoi is the heat flow from a1-I  neighboring ;nodes to node i
agi is the heat generated at node i. These values may
be input or calculated by the planet bearing program
as bearing frictional heati
E
E-10
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i	This scheme is solved with a'modified Newton-Raphson	 }
method which successfully terminates when either of two
conditions are met:
	
< EP2 , for all nodes i	 (E A)
Where: at represents the Newton tlRaphson correction to the
temperature t at a given iteration such that,
N+	 tN + A t and N + 1, and N, refer to the
next and current iteration respectively.
EP2 is a user specified constant. If EP2 is left blank
or set to zero (0) a default value of 0.001 is used.
A second convergence criterion dependent upon EP2 is also
	
used. In the system of equations, q	 + g i th 0 for all nodesi, absolute convergence would be ota^^ted i	 e right hand
side (EQ) in fact reduced to zero (0). Usually a small residue
remains at each node, such that (goi + q gi ) _ (EQ)i.
The second convergence criterion is satisfied if
(EQ) 2 ^n
E	 i	 100 X EP	 (E .3)...i-1 n
where n - number of equations in thermal solution
= number of unknown temperatures
E.4.2 Transient Temperatures
In the transient case the net heat q transferred to a
node i heats the element. It is thus necssary for heat balance
at node i that the following equation5 are satisfied.
a
n^
u'
01
11
(I
PiCp i V dt i =qi
z
E-11
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where P = density
Cp s specific heat
V - volume of the element
t: = temperature
T = time
AT81D044
I I The temperatures, t . at 'the time of initiation T • T are
assumed to be knowno, lthat is	 s
ti. (T's) = toi	 i= I, Z, ., . , n	 {E..S)
The problem of calculating the transient temperature
distribution in.a bearing arrangement thus becomes a problem
of solving a system of non-linear differential equations of
the first order with certain initial values given. The equations
are non-linear since they contain terms of radiation and free
convection, which are non-linear with temperature as will,be'
shown later'. The simplest and most 'economical way of solving
these equations is to calculate the rate of temperature in
crease at the time T = T
	
from equation E.4 and then calcu
late the temperatures atktime Tk + AT from
tk+l = t  + 
dtk 
AT - t  +k AT	 (E. 6)
dT	 PCpV
If the time step oT used as program input is chosen
too large, the temperatures will oscillate, and if it is chosen.
{	 too small the calculation will be costly. It is therefore
desirable to choose the largest possible time step that does
not give an oscillating solution. The program optionally cal-
culates such a time step. The step is obtained from the cordi
tion,
q	 d^ k*1
i ok
	 > 0	 1 P 2 Y , 6 0 0 1 n	 E.7
If this derivation were negative, the implication would
be that the local temperature at node i has a negative effect
on its future value. This wouldbe tantamount to asserting
that the hotter _a region is now, the colder it will be after
an equal time interval. An oscillating solution would result.
E -1?
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Differentiating equation (E.6) for node i, one has as
condition,
dt i
_
	1 + ATi	 dg 1, k
	 i 1, 2,...n (E.8)
dti k	 p_ p Vi	 tt
The derivative dgi Pk/ dt i ' k is calculated numerically
dqi k° g i,k+l	 -	 qi,k
(E.9)
dt i k	 ti
For each node the value of pT giving a value of zero to,
the right hand side of Eqn. (E.8) l is calculated.*
A value of AT rounded off to one significant digit smaller
than the smallest of the pT i given by Eq. (E 8) is used.
If the transient thermal scheme is being used interactively
with the bearing subprograms the user must specify a small enough
time step between calls to the bearing subprograms in order that
the variation in bearing generated heats, with time, accurately
reflects the physical situation. At first a trial and error
procedure will be required to effectively use the program in this
mode, however, experience will increase the user's effectiveness.
E. 4.3 Calculation of Heat Transfer Rate	 w'
The transfer of heat within a medium or between two media
can occur by conduction, convection radiation and fluid flow.
All these types of heat transfer occur in a bearing appli -
cation as the following examples show:
1. Heat is transferred by conduction between inner ring
t	 and post and between outer ring and housing.
2. Heat is transferred by convection between the surface
of the housing and the surrounding air.
r
F. E-13
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3. When the bearing is lubricated and cooled by circulating
oil., heat is transferred by fluid flow.
Therefore, in calculating the net flow to a node all the
above mentioned modes of heat transfer will be considered.
E4.3.1. Generated Heat
There may be a heat source at node i giving rise to a heat
flow, to be added to the heat flowing from the neighboring nodes.
1"n the case that the heat source is a bearing, it may
either be considered to produce known amounts of power, in which
case constant numbers are entered as input to the pro am, or
the planet bearing program maybe used to calculate the bearing
generated heat as a function df bearing temperatures.
E•4.3.2. Conduction
The heat flow q.	 which is transferred by conduction
from node 'i to node;' s proportional to the difference in
temperature (t - t.) and the cross-sectional area A and
is inversely p
.
^opor ional to the distances between the two
points, thus
qci, j, AA (t i	 t j )	 (E.10)
where a - the thermal conductivity of the medium.
E.4.3.3 Free Convection
Between a solid medium such as a metallic body and a
liquid or gas, heat transfer is by free or forced convection.
Heat transfer by free convection is caused by the setting in
motion of the liquid or gas as a result of a change in density
arising from a temperature differential in the medium. lVith
free convection between a solid medium and air, the heat
energy qv .	 transferred between nodes i and j can be calculated
from the i4aation,
gvi,j ' IVA (ti t j l d	 SIGN(ti-tj)	 (E.11)
where xv= the film coefficient of heat transfer by free
convection
A	 the surface area of contact between the media
d = is an exponent, usually 	 1.25, but any value
can be specifier as input to the Program
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SIGN 11 if ti>t^
1 if ti<tJ
The last factor is included to give the expression gv,j
a correct sign.
The value of a can be calculated for various cases, see
Jacob and Hawkins, (16}.
	 1.1
8.4.3.4. Forced Convection
Heat transfer by forced convection takes place when l iquid
or gas moves around a solid body, for example, when the liquid
is forced to flow by means of a pump or when the solid body is
moved through the liquid or gas. The heat flow q .
	 transferred
by forced convection can be obtained from the fold' ng equation:
0
n
C E.12)• aq V1" ^ 	 wA t i 	t^ )
where aw 3s the film coefficient of heat trasfer during
forced convection. This value is dependent on
the actual shape, the surface condition of the
body, the difference in speed, as well as the
properties of the liquid or gas.
In most cases, it is possible to calculate the coefficient
of forced convection from a general relationship of the form,
	
Nu	 b c
aRe P r	 X8.13)
where a, b, and c are constants obtained from handbooks,
	
such as ( 17)	 Re and Pr are dimensionless numbers
defined by
Nu - Nusselt's number = awL/X
L a characteristic length
A - conductivity of the fluid
R = Reynold's number = ULp/n
U _ characteristic ;peed
p = density of the fluid
n = dynamic viscosity of the fluid
Pr= Prandtl's number	 nCa/^
C 	 specific heat
E-15
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The program can use a constant value of the coefficient of conve c-
tion, or let it vary with actual temperatures, the variation
being determined by how the viscosity varies. Input can then be
given in one of three ways, for each coefficient.
Constant viscosity
1. Values of the parameters of equation 0r1,13)
are given as input and a constant value of aw
is calculated by the program.
Temperature dependent 'viscosity
2. The coefficient' aw for turbulent flow and
heating of petroleum oils is 'given by
%	 k9 	n (t) k 10	 (E. 14)
Where:	 k9 and k lo are given as input together	 y
with viscosity at two different temperatures.
3. Values of the parameters of equation (t.13)
are given as input. Viscosity is given at
two different temperatures.
	
E.4 .3.5
	
Radiation
If two flat parallel, similar surfaces are placed
close together and have the same surface area A. the heat
energy transferred by radiation between nodes i and j
representing those bodies, will be,
aRi, j	 ea A[ ( ti + ?7a) 	 (tj + 27,x) ^1	 (E.15) j
Where
	
a is the surface emissivity. The value of
the coefficient t is an input variable and
varies between 1 for a completely black surface
and 0 for an absolutely clean surface. In
;addition cr is Stefan-BoltLmann's radiation
constant which has the value 5.76 x 10 -8 watts/
M 2	 (*K)4 and ti and tj are the temperatures (oC)
at points i and J
Heat transfer by radiation under other` conditions can
also be calculated, (lo}. The following e quation, for
instance, applies between tiro concentric cylindrical surfaces
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q	 ca Ai [ ( t i	 273)	 (tj + ,27Ri,j	 } (l - c) (Ai/Ae)	 (E 16)
Where At is the area of the inner cylindrical surface
A  is the area of the outer cylindrical surface
F.4.3.6 Fluid Flow
Between nodes established in fluids, heat is transferred
by transport of the fluid itself and the Meat it contains
Figure E-5 Convective Heat Transfer
Figure E -S shows nodes i and j at the midpoints of consecu-
tive segments established in a stream of flowing fluid.
The heat flow qui j through the boundary between nodes
i.and j can be calculates as the sum of the heat flow ofi
through the middle of the element i, and half the heat
flow q oi transferred to node i by other means, such as
convection.
The heat carried by mass flow is,
qfi s.Pi dpi Vi t i - K  ti	 GE.17
Where Vi - the volume flow rate through node i
The heat input to node i is the sum of the heat generated
at node i (if any) and the sum over all other nodes of the
heat transferred to none i by conduction, radiation, free
and, =orced convection.
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qoi ' gG^ci,. j '^ gvi, j	 gwi, j qRi, j ) (a. is)
a
The heat flow between the nodes of Fig. H-S is then,
q Ui j W qfi * goi/2	 (E.19)
If the flow from node i is dividingg between nodes j and k, Figure
E-6 then the h%at flow is calculated from
qui, j	 K i j (gfi + goi/2)	 (E.20)
Where
	 Kij	 the proport ion of the flowat i going to 
pnode	 0<K	 < 1. K	 is specified at input.
K^ - K i j Ki
kk Il ik• w
Kia Kj +Kk
k kx
k 
5	 _.
'F IGURE E' • 6
DIVIDED FLUID FLOW FROM NODE i
E.4.3.7 Total Heat Transferred
The net heat flow rate to node i can be expressed as, 	 x
m
i	 qG, + j z qc, j + q	 * q	 + 4	 + Q	 )	 (E.11)ui,7
	
vi,j	 ^i,j	 R,j
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The summation should include all nodes j
	
both with unknown
r	 temperatures as well as boundary nodes, at which the
temperature is known,so long as they have a direct heat exchange
with node i.
6
This expression is a non-linear function of temperatures t
because of the terms q W and qR .
	
Therefore the equations to
be solved for a steady state solution are non-linear.
	 The
f	 subprogram SO LVXX for solving non -linear simultaneous equations
is used for this purpose,
E. ► 4.4	 Conduction Through a Searing
As described in Section
	
24.3.2 the conduction between two
nodes is governed by they
 thermal conductivity parameter X of
the medium through which conduction takes place.
	 The value
I	 of X is specified at input.
An exception is when one of the nodes represents a bearing
ring and the other a 'set of rolling elements. 	 In this case
the conduction is separately calculated using the principles
described below.
`	 E .4.4.1
	 Thermal Resistance
It is assumed that the rolling speeds of the rolling elements
are so high that the bulk temperature of the rolling elements
are the same°at both the inner and outer races, except in a
volume chose to the surface.	 The resistance to heat flow can
then be calculated asthe sum of the resistance across the
surface and the resistance of the material close to the
surface
The resistance	 is defined implicitly by
At s a Wq	 (E .22)
where
A t is temperature difference
q is heat flow
The resistance due to conduction through the EHD film is
calculated as
n	 h/ (XA)	 (E • 23)
1
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0
where h is taken to be the calculated plateau film
thickness
A is the Hertzian contact area at the specific
rolling element ring contact under considera
tion
A is the conductivity of the oil.
The geometry is shown in Figure`E•7 (a)
So far, a constant temperature difference between the
surface has been assumed. But during the time period of
contact, the difference will decrease because of the finite
thermal diffusivity of the material near the surface, Fi g .E -7(b).
To points at a distance from the surface this phenomenon
will have the same effect as an additional resistance n i
 acting
in series with nl.
This resistance was estimated in (1,8}
I 1
	
._a
1 ( V
re, i
whereiTe
 contact length, or in the case of an
elliptical contact area, 0.8 times the
mayor axis
X - heat conductivity
T - thermal diffusivity X/(pCp)
p . density
Cp
 = specific heat
b	 half the contact width
V = rolling speed
The resultant resistance is
x
ri
n
^	 1
Cres _ ^1 + R	 (E, 25)
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There is one such resistance at each rolling element.
r: They all act, in parallel.	 The equivalent resistanceon eqv.
Ell is thus obtained fromR
h
I	 •°	 1	 13,;26)
eqv
	
res,
' k,a.S	 Consideration of Multiple, Axially Symmetric
Subsystems within the Primary Thermal System.
` The temperature mapping heat dissipation analysis is built.
E on the assumption that the system is basically axially symmetric-
al so that each temperature node is essentially a circular fine
with no temperature deviations around the circumference.
Solutions of the planetary system problem assumes that eachfl
Rf the planets within a stage transmits equal power and is
subjected to identical load and speed conditions.	 This assump-
tion permits the calculation of frictional heat for one planet
F, bearing (one or two rows of rollers) but allows us to
attribute the same frictional heat to each of the planets
within the stage.	 The heat flow within a given planet is
' governed by its axially symmetric heat transfer characteristics,
The heat flow in the primary system is affected by the heat
generated by all individual planets and its symmetry about
another axis.
	
To account for this the heat transfer coefficients
between nodes in the prime and subsystem are direct and so that
when heat flows from tIeprimary system to the subsystem only(1/Ntpl) of the heat enters the subsystem where	 Npl is the number
of planets.	 The inverse is true as heat leaves .a subsystem and
enters the primary system,
i The subsystem-primary system heat transfer interaction is
taken into account with program input, on card type T3.
W-1
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F-1. INTRODUCTION
This Appendix is a supplement to the User's Manual for SKF
Computer Program PLANETSYS. It highlights the differences between
the PLANETSYS/SKF and PLANETSYS/NASA program versions. In Section
F-2 below, the differences between the mathematical models used in
the two versions of the program are stated explicitly, These dif-
ferences are related to:
1) The calculation of EHD film thickness
2) Concentrated contact traction
In section F -3, the differences between the two versions in terms
of program execution are specified.
F-2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS
F-2.1 EHD Film Thickness
PLANETSYS/SKF uses the Dowson Higginson (13) equation to
calculate film thickness for line contact. The calculated value
is multiplicatively modified by a film thickness thermal reduc-
tion factor developed by Cheng (8) and by a starvation reduction
factor developed by Chiu (9).
i
PLANETSYS/NASA uses the equation developed by Loewenthal.
et al (21) in calculating film thickness, for both point and line
contact.
F-2.2 Concentrated Contract Traction
The concentrated contact traction model used in PLANETSYS/ 	 a
SKF accounts for lubricant shear and asperity interaction. A
semi.-empirical model (10) , is used to calculate an EHD lubrizant
shear coefficient. Asperity effects are introduced, by determin-
ing the portion of the contact load carried by the asperities,
using the analysis of Tallian (11), and then calculating the re-
sulting traction as the product of the normal load carried by the
asperities times the asperity friction coefficient. In equation`
form the traction force is:
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F = QEHD "EHD + ,QASP "ASP
	 (F - 1)
Q 0 QEHD * QASP
	 (F-2)
Q is the normal load
QBHD is the normal load carried by the EHD film
UEHn is the friction coefficient which devefops from
lubricant shear
QASP is the normal load carried by asperities
I'ASP is the asperity friction coefficient
F is the traction force
PLANETSYS/NASA calculates concentrated contact traction across
the EHD film only, according to the model developed by Allen, et
al (22). This model calculates the traction force by first calcu-
lating the shear stress according the the Newtonian fluid shear
equation.
T	
T1	
v
(F-3)
where T is the shear stress
I is the dynamic viscosity
v is the surface relative sliding velocity
h is the lubricant film thickness
The lubricant viscosity is assumed to be an, exponential func-
tion of pressure of the form:
e ap0 (F-4)
where n 0 is the dynamic viscosity at atmospheric pressure
a	 is the pressure viscosity coefficient defined
implicitly above
P	 is the normal pressure
F-3
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Allen requires that the shear stress not exceed a specified frac-
tion of the normal stress such that
T " n V if V	 (F- 5)
v	 vT - fP if n 
W > f P and n r, > T C	(F-6)
where, T 
c 
is the critical shear stress for which a value
of 0,0069 N/mm 2 (1000 psi) is used.
f is called -the lubricant friction coefficient and has
been determined for specific lubricants. Typical values of
Y lie in the range 0.05 < Y < 0.08.
Having calculated the shear stress, the traction force is
obtained by integrating the shear stress over the respective con-
tact area.
F-3.	 SKF VS. NASA VERSIONS - PROGRAM USE
The selection of the desired PLANETSYS version has been made
possible by the inclusion of two separate Map Statements for the
Univac 1100 computer:
1)	 The original map statement
@ NEAP ,S R,A
enables an execution with the SKF film thickness and
traction models,	 Subroutines FMIXPL, EfIDSKF, and
FRICTN are called to compute the EHD traction forces.
2)	 A new map statement
@NIAP,S RNASA,ANA8A
enables the use of the NASA film thickness
and traction models.
	 Subroutines F\iIIXPL/NASAO
FILM, and ALLEN are called to compute the EHD
traction forces.
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